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The GG token is the native digital asset that is contemplated to serve as the governance token for the Reboot DAO, the 

accounting unit for the protocol, and will be used to transact within the Reboot ecosystem. Its contract will be published 

and adopted with the launch of the protocol.

Declaration

Launching GG as 

the Native Digital Token  
of the Reboot Protocol

As Reboot’s native digital token, GG will hold the power to activate game sessions, generate game rewards, enable play 

validation, and generally shape the future of the Reboot Protocol.

GG Token Utility

GG = validation

GG holders may earn fees by 

acting as game validators 

and matchmakers, issuing 

cryptographically verifiable 

proof-of-play claims.

GG = governance

As members of the Reboot 

DAO, GG holders will have 

voting power to guide the 

direction of the ecosystem 

in various ways.

gg = content

Content creators and Reboot 

contributors may unlock new 

audiences and receive GG 

through our Auto-Affiliate 

Program.

gg = gameplay

By binding GG to Game 

Credits, GG holders will be 

able to purchase gameplay 

sessions in any game within 

the Reboot ecosystem.

gg = prizes

Winning players will earn GG 

wrapped as Proof-of-Skill 

tokens and may compete for 

GG through their leaderboard 

performance.

gg = REWARDS

GG holders may earn fees 

for posting GG as prize 

collateral for skilled players 

who beat the odds in skill-

based games.
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GG Token Distribution

1,000,000,000
total GG

Source Destination

Community POW - 53.92M GG

Community Planets - 275M GG PIXEL VAULT Community - 420.25M GG

Pixel Vault, INC - 50M GG

Launch Contributors - 75M GG

Credits & Rewards - 100M GG

Reboot Treasury - 100M GG

Admin Fund - 54.75M GG

COLLABORATORS - 85.75M GG

Core Contributors - 114.25M GG

Community PUNKS - 37.5M GG

Pixel Vault POW - 41.33M GG

Pixel Vault PUNKS - 12.5M GG

Pixel Vault Planets - 225M GG

UPDAO POW - 154.75M GG

Remaining - 200M GG

PIXEL VAULT Community 42% 420,254,875

Reboot treasury 10% 100,000,000

credits & rewards 10% 100,000,000

launch contributors 7.5% 75,000,000

admin fund 5.5% 54,745,125

Service Providers

CORE CONTRIBUTORS 11.4% 114,250,000

COLLABORATORS 8.6% 85,750,000

pixel vault, INC 5% 50,000,000
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Ethereum Contract Address

0x43ab765ee05075d78ad8aa79dcb1978ca3079258

0x30c084890fc07d78f3499ffc818b3225bc8812ea

Token Name

POW

PUNKS

Effective Substitution Rate*

0.41 GG per token**

0.75 GG per token

41 Game Credits per token**

75 Game Credits per token

Pixel Vault Community GG ALLOCATED 420,254,875 GG

To encourage participation and facilitate the growth of the Reboot ecosystem, the Reboot Protocol will include smart 
contracts that will allow the substitution of various blockchain-based assets (POW, PUNKS, and Inhabitants Planets) for GG 
tokens. The following substitution rates and lockup conditions for the tokens outlined will be implemented provided all 
Contingencies on page 8 are met.

Holders of POW and/or PUNKS may substitute their tokens for GG at the effective rates listed above. Substitution for GG can 
take place in two ways:



Holders of POW/PUNKS may substitute their tokens directly for GG, which will be set to linearly unlock over the course of one 
year from the time of substitution. The tokenholder may claim GG immediately as it unlocks. For increased flexibility, locked 
GG can be converted to Game Credits at any point, effectively unlocking that GG to activate game sessions (see #2).



Holders of POW/PUNKS may substitute their tokens for Game Credits, which come fully unlocked at the time of the 
substitution (1 Game Credit = 0.01 GG). Game Credits are used to play BattlePlan!, the Reboot Protocol’s genesis game. The 
game returns rewards that can be redeemed for liquid GG based on gameplay and performance. Game credits may also be 
purchased once the game is released.



Note: In both options outlined above, POW is burned in the substitution process. As part of its services agreement with 
Reboot, Pixel Vault, Inc will commit to taking an active role in the ongoing maintenance and improvement of the Reboot 
Protocol in exchange for PUNKS substituted. 



Governance details: Holders of GG derived from the substitution of POW or PUNKS tokens will have full voting power 
associated with their GG tokens, regardless of whether the tokens are locked or unlocked. Each Game Credit’s GG value is 
0.01, meaning its voting power is also equivalent to 0.01 GG.

#1. Substitute POW/PUNKS directly for unlockable GG: 


#2. Substitute POW/PUNKS for BattlePlan! Game Credits: 


POW/PUNKS > GG SUBSTITUTION

*See Contingencies on page 8.

**Any remaining GG due to substitution rate rounding may be transferred to the Credits & Rewards segment.
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Ethereum Contract Address

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 0

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 1

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 2

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 10

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 4

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 5

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 6

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 7

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 8

0x7dEB7Bce4d360Ebe68278dee6054b882aa62D19c  ID: 9

*Prior to any re-allocation adjustment. See Contingencies on page 8. Any remaining GG due to substitution rate rounding may be transferred to the Credits & Rewards segment. 

  1 Planet Dust token per Planet burned.

Token Name

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Moon

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

Effective Substitution Rate*

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 28,045 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 12,083 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 7,596 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 2,518 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 1,861 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 14,538 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 59,023 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 2,302 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 1,871 GG per token

1 Planet Dust token with


up to 11,566 GG per token

Inhabitants Planets > GG Substitution

Stage 1: Planet Dust Tokens



The substitution process from Inhabitants Planets ERC-1155 tokens to GG tokens includes the burn of Planet tokens for a 
unique soulbound (i.e., non-transferrable) token mechanism that manages the release of GG over a two-year period from 
the time of substitution, with 25% of GG unlocked from the start. Planet Dust tokens represent their holders’ claim on GG.

 

Planet Dust tokenholders can access their unlocked GG tokens early by burning the token. The amount of GG received is 
proportional to the length of time the token is held. An immediate burn on day one, for instance, would yield approximately 
25% of the token’s total GG value, as this represents the initial unlock. The tokenholder would thereby forgo the remaining 
75% of GG value, which would have continued to unlock linearly over the two-year period following the substitution had they 
not burned the Planet Dust token early. Thus, the longer the Planet Dust token is held, the more GG tokens are received.

 

The unlocking mechanism of GG tokens through Planet Dust tokens is designed to incentivize long-term participation in the 
Reboot ecosystem. Those who hold their Planet Dust token through the entirety of the GG unlock period will be able to keep 
their token, claim its full amount of GG (outlined above), and begin Stage 2.

PIXEL VAULT COMMUNITY
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Inhabitants Planets > GG Substitution

Inhabitants DOTs as Stage 1 Accelerators: As a post-launch feature, tokenholders will be able to pair their Planet 
Dust tokens with DOT tokens to accelerate Stage 1*.  The higher the DOT’s evolution, the faster the acceleration rate:

EVO 1 EVO 2 EVO 3 EVO 4 EVO 5 EVO 6 EVO 7

1x  
No acceleration

1.09x  
~22 months**

1.2x  
~20 months**

1.4x  
~17 months**

2x  
~12 months**

4x  
~6 months**

Locked

Ethereum contract address: 0xD07597b64B4878AdD0965bb1727247Ced90C6Ce8

*Requires DOT to be staked. Each DOT can be paired with only one Planet Dust token at a time. No cooldown periods apply.

**Assuming the DOT is paired for the entire duration of Stage 1 (originally 24 months).

Stage 2: The Community Pool

 

In the event of early Planet Dust burns, the forfeited GG tokens will not be lost. Instead, these tokens will be re-allocated to a 
community pool. The community pool’s shares will be held by all existing Planet Dust tokens. 



The number of community pool shares held by any given Planet Dust token 
is directly correlated to the token’s effective substitution rate based on its planet of origin (see page 6) and the quantity 
and types of Planet Dust tokens in existence at that time. Since Planet Dust tokens can be minted and burned indefinitely, 
pool shares will be re-calculated every block, meaning that the percentage of the pool allocated to any given Planet Dust 
token will adjust with every re-calculation. 



Access to the community pool begins as soon as your Planet Dust token is minted, 
as any forfeited GG (flowing from Planet Dust tokens burned early to the community pool) will immediately be assigned 
among all existing Planet Dust tokens at that particular time. The community pool GG accumulated by a particular Planet 
Dust token is fully locked (not claimable or in the process of unlocking) until the Planet Dust token enters Stage 2.



Upon unlocking 100% of the Planet Dust token’s initial GG allocation (Stage 1), the tokenholder 
may claim that allocation without burning their Planet Dust token, which will automatically initiate a one-year period over 
which that particular token’s share of the community pool GG will unlock (Stage 2). The tokenholder may then claim the 
community pool GG immediately as it unlocks without the need to burn the Planet Dust token in the process.  



If a Planet Dust token is burned early, any community pool GG 
already allocated to it will be redistributed to the community pool along with the forfeited amount of its initial GG allocation, 
and immediately reallocated to the existing Planet Dust tokens based on their respective community pool shares.

How Community Pool Shares are Allocated: 

How to Access the Community Pool: 

How to Enter Stage 2: 

Early Planet Dust Token Burns & the Community Pool: 
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The proposed substitution rates and unlocking schedules for GG tokens are contingent upon the following conditions being 

met prior to any disbursement of GG:



>  The contribution of at least 1,400 ETH to initialize the Reboot Rewards AMM


>  The burning of at least 60,000 Inhabitants Planets and 780,000,000 POW


>  Commitment by service providers not to distribute any PUNKS in their possession or substitute them for GG



By fulfilling these contingencies, the community will demonstrate that there is widespread support for their commitment to 

the Reboot Protocol ecosystem.

Inhabitants Planets > GG Substitution

CONTINGENCIES
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Reboot Treasury GG ALLOCATED 100,000,000 GG

The Reboot Treasury will be allocated 10% of the total GG supply. This allocation will be managed according to Reboot DAO 
governance and will be fully available on Day 1, with a portion already reserved for treasury diversification purposes.



The Reboot Protocol’s token dynamics will allow for a continuous replenishment of the Treasury through Protocol 
transactions including game session fees and shop fees. Fee ratios may be adjusted through Reboot DAO voting. With the 
aim of increasing financial stability for the Reboot Treasury, Reboot DAO may diversify its allocation by selling a portion of its 
GG for uncorrelated assets.



The Reboot Protocol is in its incubation phase and will therefore build an initial game portfolio with a few select developers 
and publishers to start. The Reboot Beta Program will allow game publishers to apply to be part of this first cohort of Reboot 
Protocol games. For each game, developers may submit an application for a grant of up to 25,000,000 GG to be used for the 
collateralization of game credits, initial liquidity bootstrapping, or other needs related to game launch.

A Treasury that Earns


Reboot Beta Program


Credits & Rewards GG ALLOCATED 100,000,000 GG

An allocation of 10% of the total GG supply will be dedicated to the collateralization of game credits for BattlePlan! (and 
potentially other Reboot Protocol games), and the in-game distribution of rewards for early community supporters (PV 
Genesis Set and Planet Set holders). This allocation will come from the GG share corresponding to Pixel Vault’s Planet token 
holdings and will be available for reward distribution beginning Season 1 of the BattlePlan! game.

Launch Contributors GG ALLOCATED 75,000,000 GG

In incubating the Reboot Protocol, significant time and resources have been allocated toward technical development as well 
as the formulation of the token economy and other various protocol features and concepts. As such, 7.5% of the total GG 
supply will be dedicated to those who have materially contributed to making the Reboot Protocol a reality. All Launch 
Contributors will unlock their GG tokens every 4 weeks for 96 weeks (i.e. 24 unlock events of a total 3,125,000 GG each, every 
4 weeks). Tokens will be eligible for claim one year after they have unlocked.

Admin Fund GG ALLOCATED 54,725,145 GG

An allocation of 5.5% of the total GG supply will be dedicated to the creation of an Admin Fund. Appropriate uses of this 
segment include Reboot ecosystem support and token launch-related commercial partner needs. This allocation will be 
fully available on Day 1, with a portion already reserved for the payment of associated setup costs.
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Collaborators GG ALLOCATED 85,750,000 GG

Reboot Protocol collaborators will receive 8.6% of the total GG supply for their contribution to its ongoing growth through 
strategic advisorship as well as the creation of opportunities for future business development, cultural development, and 
general expansion. All collaborators will vest their GG tokens every 4 weeks for 96 weeks (i.e. 24 unlock events of a total 
~3,572,917 GG each, every 4 weeks) so long as they continue to provide services to the Reboot Protocol for the full duration 
of the vesting period. Tokens will be eligible for claim one year after they have vested and unlocked. Should a Collaborator 
cease to provide services, unvested tokens will be returned to the Collaborator pool for future allocation. 

Core Contributors GG ALLOCATED 114,250,000 GG

Core contributors to the ongoing development of the Reboot Protocol will be allocated 11.4% of the total GG supply for their 
work going forward. This group will vest their GG tokens every 4 weeks for 96 weeks (i.e. 24 unlock events of a total 
~4,760,417 GG each, every 4 weeks) so long as they continue to provide services to Reboot for the full duration of the 
vesting period. Tokens will be eligible for claim one year after they have vested and unlocked. Should a Core Contributor 
cease to provide services, unvested tokens will be returned to the Core Contributor pool for future allocation. 



A pool of 2,250,000 GG tokens will be reserved for Pixel Vault’s Core Committee members participating in Q3 2023, Q4 2023, 
Q1 2024, and Q2 2024. Committee members will be eligible to claim their fully unlocked share of the pool shortly following 
the end of the Q2 2024 term, so long as they provide advisory services to Pixel Vault regarding the Reboot Protocol 
throughout that period.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Pixel Vault, Inc. GG ALLOCATED 50,000,000 GG

Pixel Vault, Inc is donating its share of GG from POW and PUNKS to allow its community to substitute their own POW and 
PUNKS for GG at a higher effective conversion rate. Therefore, the company’s Planet tokens are its sole remaining holdings 
tradable for GG.



Pixel Vault has Day 1 GG requirements for the launch of the Reboot Protocol and its genesis game, BattlePlan!, including the 
collateralization of game credits for players to purchase game sessions. As such, Pixel Vault will forgo a standard conversion 
of Planet tokens to Planet Dust tokens, retain an allocation of 5% of the total GG supply at the corporate level (subject to 
token unlocks*), and dedicate the remaining portion of its original planet-based GG allocation to filling various protocol 
needs. Out of the 50,000,000 tokens allocated to Pixel Vault, Inc, the first 15,000,000 will be unlocked linearly every 4 weeks 
for 96 weeks (i.e. 24 unlock events of 625,000 GG each, every 4 weeks). These tokens will be eligible for claim one year after 
they have unlocked. The remaining 35,000,000 will be unlocked from Day 1 for business purposes.
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With the adoption of GG as its ecosystem’s native digital token, the Reboot Protocol will take a significant step forward in its 

commitment to the creation of an innovative gaming platform that reward players, developers, token communities, and the 

collaborators who ultimately contribute to the protocol’s growth.


 


As the Reboot Protocol evolves, open communication and collaboration among its members will be essential to ensure the 

organization remains adaptable, responsive, and creative. Together, we can shape the future of gaming and build an 

ecosystem that truly benefits all participants.

Conclusion



reboot.gg




